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1 Introduction

This document describes the packages ARGoS3-AutoMoDe and ARGoS3-NEAT, the implementations of AutoMoDe and NEAT for the ARGoS3 simulator and the e-puck robot.

ARGoS3 (Pinciroli et al., 2012) is a widespread swarm robotics simulator. The main advantages over competitors are its modular architecture, its efficiency with large groups of robots and the ease it provides when transferring control software from simulation to real robots.

The e-puck (Mondada et al., 2009) is a small two-wheeled robot initially developed for education purposes. Its low price and multiple functionalities make this robot commonly used in swarm robotics research.

The e-puck robot can be used in ARGoS3 via the e-puck plugin for ARGoS3 described in Garattoni et al. (2015). This plugin enables the use of a particular version of the original e-puck robot in both simulation and reality. This version of the e-puck comprises 8 infrared transceivers, 3 ground sensors, a range-and-bearing board, an omnidirectional camera and 3 colored LEDs. The infrared transceivers are used by the e-puck to detect the presence of close obstacles and measure the intensity of surrounding light. The ground sensors allow the e-puck to detect the color of the ground below itself. The range-and-bearing board allows the e-puck to communicate with robots in a range of approximately 0.70m. For each received message, the range-and-bearing board computes the distance (range) and relative angle (bearing) of the emitting e-puck. The omnidirectional camera offers a 360 degree view of the surrounding of the e-puck. More details on the capabilities of the improved version of the e-puck can be found in Garattoni et al. (2015).

The rest of the document is organized as follows: Section 2 is dedicated to the description of the ARGoS3-AutoMoDe package. Section 3 is dedicated to the description of the ARGoS3-NEAT package. Section 4 is dedicated to the
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description of an aggregation task used as a running example in the different packages descriptions.

2 The ARGoS3-AutoMoDe package

AutoMoDe (automatic modular design) is an automatic design approach for robot swarms. AutoMoDe generates, via an optimization algorithm, control software in the form of a probabilistic finite state machine (PFSM). These PFSMs are created by searching for the best combination of preexisting modules and the values of their parameters.

In the ARGoS3-AutoMoDe package, we implemented the six behaviors and the six conditions modules described in Francesca et al. (2014b) and Francesca et al. (2015) as constituent modules of Vanilla and Chocolate. One will also find the necessary elements needed to run the five different experiments described in Francesca et al. (2015). These elements comprise the experiment configurations files, the loop functions classes and the adaptations to irace (López-Ibáñez et al., 2011).

The remaining of this section is articulated as follows: Section 2.1 describes the installation procedure and Section 2.2 explains how ARGoS3-AutoMoDe works.

2.1 Installation

In this section, we describe how the user has to proceed in order to download and compile the ARGoS3-AutoMoDe package. The steps to follow will only work if the requirements described in Section 2.1.1 are met. Instructions for compiling the ARGoS3-AutoMoDe package for simulations and real robots purposes are described in Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 respectively.

2.1.1 Requirements

The user needs a GNU/Linux or UNIX-like operating system as Windows is not supported.

Additionally, the user will need to download, compile and install the latest version of ARGoS3 (Pinciroli et al., 2012):

https://github.com/ilpinicy/argos3

and the plugin for the E-pucks robots, ARGoS3-Epuck (Garattoni et al., 2015):

https://github.com/lgarattoni/argos3–epuck

Finally, the user should follow the installation instructions of irace (López-Ibáñez et al., 2011) in its user guide1.

2.1.2 Downloading

The development sources are accessible through git:

$ git clone https://github.com/demiurge–project/ARGoS3–AutoMoDe argos3–AutoMoDe

1See http://iridia.ulb.ac.be/irace/
2.1.3 Compiling for the simulator

The following commands will result in the creation of an executable, `automode_main`. This executable will be placed in the `bin` folder\(^2\) and can be used to launch an experiment with a description of a PSFM.

\[
\begin{align*}
$ & \text{cd argos3-AutoMoDe} \\
$ & \text{mkdir build} \\
$ & \text{cd build} \\
$ & \text{cmake . .} \\
$ & \text{make}
\end{align*}
\]

2.1.4 Compiling for the robots

\[
\begin{align*}
$ & \text{cd argos3-AutoMoDe} \\
$ & \text{mkdir build} \\
$ & \text{cd build} \\
$ & \text{cmake -DCMAKE_TOOLCHAIN=../src/cmake/TargetEPuck.cmake . .} \\
$ & \text{make}
\end{align*}
\]

2.2 Example

In this section we explain how to use the ARGoS3-AutoMoDe package. In Section 2.2.1 we describe the different options that can be used with ARGoS3-AutoMoDe, Section 2.2.2 illustrates the functioning of ARGoS3-AutoMoDe through a small example and Section 2.2.3 explains how to use ARGoS3-AutoMoDe with irace.

2.2.1 Options

The ARGoS3-AutoMoDe options can be specified by command line of the executable created (i.e. `~/.argos3-AutoMoDe/bin/automode_main`) using flags or by setting them in the experiment configuration file (.argos)\(^3\). In the latter case, the options have to be specified in the `params` node of the `controllers` section of the experiment configuration file. The following list contains the different options for AutoMoDe.

- `fsm-config` flag: `--fsm-config` default: "" [MANDATORY]
  The description of a PFSM.

- `random_seed` flag: `--seed` or `-s` default: 0 [OPTIONAL]
  The random seed that is used by ARGoS3.
  If not present or set to 0, the value of the random seed used is taken from the internal clock time. Specifying a value is necessary to obtain the same results for repetitions of an experiment.
  Differently from the other options, the value of `random_seed` has to be specified in the `experiment` node of the `framework` section of the configuration file.

\(^2\)That is `~/.argos3-AutoMoDe/bin`

Specifying a value for the random seed as command line argument will overwrite the value specified in the configuration file.

**readable flag: **--readable-fsm or -r  default: "false"  [OPTIONAL]

When set to true, AutoMoDe will display a URL containing a DOT description of the PFSM given in parameter. The user can copy-paste this URL in its favorite web browser to have a graphical representation of the PFSM.

It is important to note that the URL will be displayed as many times as there are robots when this option is specified via the experiment file.

**history default: "false"  [OPTIONAL]**

Enable/disable the recording of the visited states of the PFSM. When enabled, ARGoS3-AutoMoDe will create a file for each epuck containing its behavioral history. This history file will contain, for each time step, the behavioral module controlling the robot along side with the conditional modules tested and their values (either 0 or 1). Currently, this option can only be specified from the experiment file (.argos).

**history-folder default: "./"  [OPTIONAL]**

The folder where the history of each robot will be saved.

## 2.2.2 Running the example

In this section we show how to use ARGoS3-AutoMoDe with an example. The example is the aggregation task described in Section 4. ARGoS3-AutoMoDe requires two elements in order to work: an experiment configuration file (.argos) and a loop functions class. The user can find these two elements for the example task in a designated folder in the experiments and loop-functions folders of the package.

For the loop functions class, the user has to create a class that inherits from the AutoMoDeLoopFunctions and that implements at least two methods: GetObjectiveFunction() and GetRandomPosition(). The first method should return the fitness of the controller while the second one is in charge of returning a position vector for a robot in the arena. Our implementation of the GetRandomPosition() method allows number_robots robots to be uniformly distributed in a circle of radius dist_radius. The value of these parameters can be changed in the params node of the loop_functions section in the experiment configuration file.

For convenience, the provided experiment configuration file contains a PFSM description. In order to use that PFSM as the robots controller, the user can follow the steps:

```
$ cd ~/argos3-AutoMoDe/experiments/example
$ argos3 -c example_aggregation_visu.argos
```

4That is ~/argos3-AutoMoDe/experiments/example/example_aggregation_visu.argos for the experiment configuration file and ~/argos3-AutoMoDe/experiments/example/ExampleAggregationLoopFunc.* for the loop functions class.

5Located in ~/argos3-AutoMoDe/src/core/
The user can also launch the same experiment with the executable `automode-main`. In this case, the PFSM configuration has to be specified as command line argument (see Section 2.2.1). In the instructions below, the PFSM following the `--fsm-config` flag consists in a single state machine.

```
$ cd ~/argos3-AutoMoDe/experiments/example
$ ././bin/automode-main -c example_aggregation_visu.argos
   --fsm-config --nstates 1 --s0 4 --att0
```

2.2.3 Optimization

In the `~/argos3-AutoMoDe/optimization/example` folder, one can find the necessary elements to optimize a PFSM controller for the aggregation task presented in Section 4. The optimization algorithm used is irace (López-Ibáñez et al., 2011). The user should refer to the irace user guide for more information on how irace works.

One can also find a useful bash script that generates the grammar used by irace to build PFSM. This script takes three parameters: the maximal number of states, the maximal number of transitions and the file name in which the grammar will be written.

In order to start the optimization process, the user can simply execute

```
$ cd ~/argos3-AutoMoDe/optimization/example
$ $IRACE_HOME/bin/irace
```

3 The ARGoS3-NEAT package

ARGoS3-NEAT is an implementation of NEAT for ARGoS3 simulator and e-puck robotic platform. This package allows to optimize neural networks with the NEAT evolutionary algorithm and to test it in simulation and on real robots. NEAT (Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002) is a method of neuroevolution in which an evolutionary algorithm optimizes a neural network. In NEAT, differently from other methods, the topology of this neural network is not fixed.

The remaining of this section is organized as follows: Section 3.1 is dedicated to instruct the user on how to install ARGoS3-NEAT. Section 3.2 illustrates how ARGoS3-NEAT works and Section 3.3 is dedicated to the configuration and output files of ARGoS3-NEAT.

3.1 Installation

In this section we describe how the user has to proceed in order to download and compile the ARGoS3-NEAT package. The user has to make sure the requirements described in Section 3.1.1 are met before following the compiling instructions of Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4.

3.1.1 Requirements

Currently we support only UNIX-like operating systems. Windows is currently not supported. The following procedures applies to GNU/Linux but are similar in all UNIX-like systems.

---

6See http://iridia.ulb.ac.be/irace/

### 3.1.2 Download

```bash
$ git clone https://github.com/demiurge-project/ARGoS3-NEAT
```

For multiprocessing support for running parallel jobs, the user should also install openmpi:

```bash
$ sudo apt install openmpi-bin
```

### 3.1.3 Compiling for the simulator

```bash
$ cd argos3-NEAT
$ mkdir build
$ cmake ..
$ make
```

### 3.1.4 Compiling for the robots

```bash
$ cd argos3-NEAT
$ mkdir build
$ cd build
$ cmake -DCMAKE_TOOLCHAIN=../src/cmake/TargetEPuck.cmake ..
$ make
```

### 3.2 Example

In this section, we illustrate how ARGoS3-NEAT works with the help of an example task. The task used as example is the one described in Section 4. The goal of the task is to make robots aggregate on a black spot in a dodecagonal arena. We use 5 e-puck robots and an experiment duration of 60 seconds.

#### 3.2.1 Running the example

The user can train the neural network with the evolutionary process with NEAT and ARGoS3:

```bash
$ bin/train experiments/example/example_aggregation.xml params /evostickParams.ne startgen/evostickstartgenes
```

The first argument is the argos xml file that describes the experiment. The second one is the configuration file that drives the evolutionary process of NEAT. The third one is the genome that describes the topology of the neural network.

For running jobs in parallel, the user can change the previous command with the following:

```bash
$ bin/train experiments/example/example_aggregation.xml params /evostickParams.ne startgen/evostickstartgenes N bin/scheduler
```
where N is the number of parallel jobs.

After the end of the process (after few minutes), the user will find the champion genomes under the gen/ folder. The files are named with the number of the generation (the last generation’s name contains the word “last”), the number of the run and the “champ” suffix for the champion.

Finally, in order to run a simulation with a specified genome (e.g. to visualize a champion genome) the user can launch the following command:

```
$ bin/evostick_launch -c experiments/example/
  example_aggregation_visu.xml -g gen/gen_last_1.champ
```

### 3.3 Configuration and output files

#### 3.3.1 NEAT parameters file

The parameter file (.ne) contains the configuration for neuroevolution for NEAT. The different options are the following:

**TRAITS:**

- `trait_param_mut_prob`: probability to mutate a trait parameter.
- `trait_mutation_power`: power of mutation on a single trait parameter, that is, power about how much a trait can change/mutate.
- `linktrait_mut_sig`: Amount that `mutation_num` changes for a trait change inside a link.
- `nodetrait_mut_sig`: Amount a `mutation_num` changes on a link connecting a node that changed its trait.
- `weigh_mut_power`: power about how much a weight can change.
- `recur_prob`: probability that a link mutation which does not have to be recurrent will be made recurrent.

**COMPATIBILITY - SAME SPECIE:**

- `disjoint_coeff`: coefficient used to determine the compatibility between 2 genomes.
- `excess_coeff`: coefficient used to determine the compatibility between 2 genomes.
- `mutdiff_coeff`: coefficient used to determine the compatibility between 2 genomes.
- `compat_thresh`: threshold under which 2 genomes are considered to belong to the same species.
- `age_significance`: How much does age matter? If it’s = 1 then young species will get no fitness boost.
• **survival_thresh**: only the top `survival_thresh*100\%` of each species is allowed to reproduce.

**MUTATION:**

• **mutate_only_prob**: probability of mutating without reproduction.
• **mutate_random_trait_prob**: probability to mutate a random trait.
• **mutate_link_trait_prob**: probability to change a link's trait.
• **mutate_node_trait_prob**: probability to change a node's trait.
• **mutate_link_weights_prob**: probability to mutate a link's weight.
• **mutate_toggle_enable_prob**: probability to toggle genes/connections on/off.
• **mutate_gene_reenable_prob**: probability to reenable a gene/connection/link between 2 nodes.
• **mutate_add_node_prob**: probability to add a node.
• **mutate_add_link_prob**: probability to add a link between two nodes.

**MATING (type of mating):**

• **interspecies_mate_rate**: probability of a mate being outside species.
• **mate_multipoint_prob**: probability that the mating between 2 genomes will be a multipoint crossover, that is, for every point in each Genome, where each Genome shares the innovation number, the Gene is chosen randomly from either parent. If one parent has an innovation absent in the other, the child will inherit the innovation. Interspecies mating leads to all genes being inherited. Otherwise, excess genes come from the most fit parent.
• **mate_multipoint_avg_prob**: probability that the mating is like the multipoint but instead of selecting one or the other genome when the innovation numbers match, it averages their weights.
• **mate_singlepoint_prob**: probability that the mating is a single crossover point.
• **mate_only_prob**: probability of mating without mutation.
• **recur_only_prob**: probability of forcing selection of ONLY links that are naturally recurrent. Decide whether to make the link recurrent (It seems that this parameter is replacing the `recur_prob` parameter defined above).
• **pop_size**: size of the population.
• **dropoff_age**: age at which a species starts to be penalized if it is not making any progress, that is, it is no longer allowed to reproduce.

\[ \text{mate_multipoint_prob} + \text{mate_multipoint_avg_prob} + \text{mate_singlepoint_prob} = 1 \]
• **newlink_tries**: number of tries `mutate_add_link` will attempt to find an open link.

• **print_every**: print at every `print_every` generations, a population file containing the species/organisms at the current generation.

• **babies_stolen**: number of offsprings to steal from poorer species and to redistribute to better species. The more babies stolen, the more biased the search.

• **num_runs**: number of times to run the experiment.

NEW PARAMETERS (was not present in the original version):

• **num_gens**: number of generations (This parameter has been added from the original version).

• **num_runs_per_gen**: number of times to run the experiment before going to the next generation. It is useful when we want to compute the average score of a neural network.

• **num_runs_post_eval**: number of times to run the experiment to reevaluate the whole population. This is the post-evaluation, that is, it will be run after the whole evolutionary process.

• **weight_lower_bound**: lower bound for the weights.

• **weight_upper_bound**: upper bound for the weights.

• **elitism_percentage**: Percentage of the population that is copied unchanged to the next generation.

### 3.3.2 Genome description

In evolutionary robotics the genome is the description of the structure of a neural network. In NEAT the genome is described in a genome file. A genome file is needed to run an experiment since the training algorithm uses it as a starting point for the evolution algorithm. The different organisms (individuals) created by the algorithm share the structure of the initial genome file.

Each genome file contains traits, nodes and genes and looks like this:

```
genomestart id
  trait
  ...
  node
  ...
  gene
  ...
genomeend id
```

where `id` is a natural number representing the id of the genome.

**TRAITS:**

In the future, traits will allow the system to evolve highly complex neural models, much more sophisticated than the simple sigmoidal neurons currently used.
The neurons will be able to evolve plasticity parameters (like real neurons in the brain) by pointing to a trait that describes the plasticity of the neuron.

### Trait

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>traitId</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **traitId**: id of the trait, this natural number should be unique.
- **x**: todo
- **y**: todo

### Nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>id</th>
<th>traitId</th>
<th>nodeType</th>
<th>geneticNodeType</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **id**: id of the node, this natural number should be unique
- **traitId**: id of the trait to use.
- **nodeType**: 0 if neuron, 1 if sensor.
- **geneticNodeType**: 0 if hidden, 1 if input, 2 if output, and 3 if bias.

### Genes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gene</th>
<th>traitId</th>
<th>connectInNode</th>
<th>connectOutNode</th>
<th>weight</th>
<th>recur_flag</th>
<th>innov#</th>
<th>mutation#</th>
<th>enableBit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **traitId**: id of the trait to use.
- **connectInNode**: id of the inNode.
- **connectOutNode**: id of the outNode.
- **weight**: weight of the connection. Real number.
- **recur_flag**: flag for the recurrence. 0 no recurrence, 1 there is a recurrence.
- **innov#**: innovation number - historical marking. This natural number should be unique.
- **mutation#**: Redundant parameters, it is the same as the weight of the connection.
- **enableBit**: 1 if the connection is enabled, 0 if disabled.
3.3.3 Population description

A population file contains all the organisms at a certain generation. The population file starts with the species:

\[ \text{Species } \langle \text{id} \rangle : ( \text{Size } \langle \text{size} \rangle ) ( \text{AF } \langle \text{AF} \rangle ) ( \text{Age } \langle \text{age} \rangle ) \]

- \text{id}: id of the species.
- \text{size}: size of the species.
- \text{AF}: average fitness of the species.
- \text{age}: age of the species.

Followed by the description of the organisms inside this species.

\[ \text{Organism } \langle \text{id} \rangle \text{ Fitness: } \langle \text{fitness} \rangle \text{ Error: } \langle \text{error} \rangle \]

- \text{id}: id of the organism inside the population (not the one inside the specie).
- \text{fitness}: the value of its fitness.
- \text{error}: how many times it got it wrong.

Each organism is then described by its genome (see section 3.3.2 for more information).

4 Example: aggregation task

In this section, we describe the aggregation experiment used as example in the packages ARGoS3-AutoMoDe and ARGoS3-NEAT. The goal of this task is to have as many robots as possible positioned on a single circular black spot placed on the ground, as depicted in Figure 1. The dodecagonal area in which the robots are evolving is delimited by walls of length equal to 66 centimeters. The black spot has a 30 centimeter radius and is placed on the center of the arena. The epucks can detect the color of the ground below them (i.e. gray or black) thanks to their ground sensor.

The objective function of this task is the fraction of the robots situated on the black spot and has to be maximized: \( F_{\text{obj}} = \frac{N_b}{N} \), where \( N_b \) represents the number of robots on the black spot and \( N \) represents the total number of robots. This function is evaluated at the end of the experiment.
Figure 1: Screenshot of ARGoS3 when simulating 20 epucks on the aggregation task that we use as illustrative example.

5 Concluding remarks

This document is not the final version and it will be updated along with the technical development of the packages ARGoS3-AutoMoDe and ARGoS3-NEAT.
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